
Practice 

, Write the words in the correct order to make sentences or questions. 
a.ID listen and check. 

o has the see dentist Clare tomorrow to 
C/.Qrre. MS t/J .IU tlte dwi.st tOl1-Ulrrtlw. .... ... ... ........ ... ... ........... . ... .... ....... .... .. ...... .. .................... . 

1 got he has wear a uniform to ? 

2 application form we to had get an 

3 to will mobile phone a Serena have get new 

4 did to wait you a long time have ? 

5 leave !,'llcsts before must midday thei r hotel rooms 

2 Choose the correct words in italics. In two places, both answers are 
correct. CIEID listen and check. 

FAQs 
Setting up a broadband connection and wireless network in your home • 

.. My wireLess network is very slow and sometimes it doesn't work. What can I do to improve it? 

The most important thing is th¥osit i~n of your router (the machine that sends out the wireless 
signals). You (0) are allowed to ave to put it in the centre of the house. And it (1) mustn't be / 
doesn't have to be next to a TV or computer as they may interrupt the signals . 

.. I've only got one phone line. (2) Do I have to / Must' have a second line for a broad band connection? 

No, you (3) don't have to / mustn 't have a separa te phone line, you can use one line . 

.. I don't have a phone line in my house but my neighbour's phone line runs across the front of my 
house. (4) Am' allowed to / Have 'got to use his line for my Interne t connection? 

No. You (5) don't have tot aren't allowed to use somebody else's phone line; it 's illegal! In any case. 
it wouldn't work. You will (6) must/have to get your own phone line, I'm afra id . 

.. Is it true that (7) y ou have to / it must be to set up a special password? 

No, you (8) haven't got to / don't have to set up a password for your router, but it is a good idea to 
do so. as it will prevent other people using your connection. 

3 Find five more mistakes and correct them. Tick (,I) the correct sentence. 

o Sylvia has to wear a uniform because she is a nurse. ,/ 
!I" 00 Henry has gel to wear glasses for read ing. 

Caroline must to do more exe rcise. 

2 Do you got to take your holiday before the end of August? 

3 You must lock the doors at n ight. 

4 The ca r is very d irty; you've got wash it. 

S Have you a llowed to park there? 

6 Da n en must wear glasses when he was young. 
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